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Surface instability of multipulse laser ablation on a metallic target
L. K. Ang, Y. Y. Lau,a) R. M. Gilgenbach,a) H. L. Spindler,b) J. S. Lash,c)

and S. D. Kovaleski
Intense Energy Beam Interaction Laboratory, Department of Nuclear Engineering
and Radiological Sciences, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2104

~Received 28 April 1997; accepted for publication 6 January 1998!

Large scale wavelike patterns are observed on an aluminum surface after it is ablated by a series of
KrF laser pulses~248 nm, 40 ns, 5 J/cm2!. These surface structures have a wavelength on the order
of 30 mm, much longer than the laser wavelength. We postulate that these wave patterns are caused
by the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability at the interface between the molten aluminum and the plasma
plume. A parametric study is given in terms of the molten layer’s thickness and of the spatial extent
and kinetic energy density in the laser-produced plasma plume. Also included is an estimate of the
cumulative growth in a multipulse laser ablation experiment. These estimates indicate that the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is a viable mechanism for the formation of the large scale structures.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!00408-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pulsed-laser deposition~PLD! is an efficient and versa
tile thin film deposition technique.1 The major concern of
PLD is the particulate formation that leads to the splash
of materials on the target. There is considerable evidence
large particulate formation is preceded by the formation
wavelike structures on the ablated surface.2 The surface
modification by cumulative laser irradiation also affects bo
the film composition and deposition rate.3 The mechanisms
of the laser sputtering of materials have been studied.4

Roughly speaking, there are two types of surface str
tures resulting from laser irradiation. The first type is
small scale, on the order of the laser wavelength. They
observed during the first few pulses or when the laser flue
is below the damage threshold of the surface. In general,
are more dependent on the surface condition, such as
optical and thermophysical properties of the material. Th
are existing theories for the formation of these small sc
periodic surface structures.5 The proposed mechanisms in
clude inhomogeneous energy deposition due to the inte
ence of the incident laser beam and the surface scatte
field. Excitation of surface plasmons can produce anoma
absorption under high fluence irradiation,6 and the laser-
driven corrugation instability leads to a strong coupli
when the critical depth reaches the pump laser waveleng

The second type of surface structures, the object of
present study, has a scale much greater than the pump
wavelength. These large surface structures7,8 appear when
the laser fluence is above the damage threshold and the t
is heated beyond the vapor phase to the plasma state. I
multipulse experiments,2,9–16 a KrF laser~248 nm, 40 ns,
5 – 10 J/cm2! is incident on an aluminum target. From th
scanning electron microscope~SEM! pictures of the dam-

a!Also at: Applied Physics Program, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, M
48109.

b!Boeing Corp., Seattle, WA.
c!Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, NM.
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aged target surface for a number of pulses up to 4200 sh
we observe a relatively uniform ripple formation in the ce
ter of the laser spot, with large surface structures form
~50–100mm! in the outer edge. The spacing of the ripple
much larger than the laser wavelength, on the order of
mm ~see Figs. 1 and 2 below!.

The laser-produced plasma plumes have several eff
on laser-target interactions. They might strengthen the la
scale structures on the one hand~see below!, and they might
absorb or reflect the laser energy,17 thereby preventing the
laser light from reaching the surface, with the result of
ducing the thickness of the molten layer. Contrary to the c
of small scale surface structures, the surface conditions o
pre-ablated metal, as well as whatever interference eff
with the incident laser light, are probably less crucial in t
formation of the large scale structures, which were not
served for polymers and other materials using this KrF las

The presence of large scale surface structures must
been created by a rather significant energy reservoir.
fairly regular wavelike patterns look much like the wind
driven surface wave in a pond~see Fig. 1!. This recognition
naturally directs our attention to the Kelvin–Helmhol
instability18 as a candidate for the creation of similar wav
like structures. In our case, the molten aluminum plays
role of ‘‘water,’’ and the ‘‘wind’’ comes from expansion o
the high pressure plasma plume. The large surface struct
occur when the surface waves~coming from the center of the
laser spot! are splashed and solidified at the edge. We m
tentatively identify the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability as a v
able candidate if the computed growth rate may explain
buildup of the large scale structures during the multipu
ablation, upon using a reasonable set of parameters co
tent with the experiments.

In addition to Kelvin–Helmholtz~KH! instability, we
have also studied the possibilities of other hydrodynamic
stabilities, such as capillary wave~CW! and Rayleigh–
Taylor ~RT! instability. Brailovsky et al.8 considered all
three instabilities for the mechanisms of melt droplets. F
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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CW instability, they considered a subsonic vapor evapora
from the surface with a perpendicular expansion velocity
order 104 cm/s, which is two orders of magnitude lower tha
our measured velocity~on the order of cm/ms! in the
experiments10–16 ~see below!. Their calculation for the case
of bismuth ablated by laser intensity of 109 W/cm2 yielded a
maximum instability increment (lm) of 0.1 mm, which is
much lower than our experimental value of about 30mm.

Unlike the RT instability discussed by Brailovsky,19

conventional RT instability model has been used to calcu

FIG. 1. A SEM picture~at 503 magnification! of the laser ablation spot o
1000 KrF excimer laser pulses on an aluminum target at a fluenc
10 J/cm2 @from Ref. 10#.

FIG. 2. A SEM picture~at 5003 magnification! in the middle of a damaged
Al target irradiated by 250 pulses of KrF excimer laser~248 nm, 40 ns,
5 J/cm2 on a pure aluminum target in vacuum condition (,2
31025 Torr).
d
f

te

lm ; it equals 4mm by estimating an acceleration force~a!
of 3.23109 m/s2 ~Ref. 20! in the liquid-vapor interface.
Moreover, the RT instability usually does not have its sign
ture in the form of a very regular wave pattern as exhibited
Fig. 1, although this instability might well be a candidate f
the formation of the individual droplets of molten materia
at the edge of the laser spot,2 but droplet formation is beyond
the scope of the present paper.

The growth rate of the thermocapillary instability21 is
too slow to initiate the large scale structures. The corruga
instability of plane evaporation waves21 in liquid also grows
too slowly. The above considerations of smalllm ~less than
10 mm! and slow growth rate help us to eliminate the oth
macroscopic instabilities in favor of KH instability. We not
that our model is different from the one previously cons
ered by Brailovskyet al.8 in that their KH instability mecha-
nism is caused by the perpendicular plume velocity strea
ing along thevertical column of the molten layer. More
specifically, Brailovsky examined the KH instability on th
vertical columns that are already formed. Here we anal
how these vertical columns are formed in the first place:
parallel wind leads to growth of the vertical columns via t
KH instability. Once these vertical columns are formed, t
~vertical! wind then provides secondary ripples on these c
umns. Brailovky analyzed the secondary ripples thus form
It is clear that when the amplitude of the vertical columns
small ~which is the case during their initial growth that
analyzed here!, Brailovsky’s mechanism is inoperative.

The uncertainties in the parameters, such as the dep
the molten layer and the density and velocity profiles of
plasma wind at the liquid-plasma interface, force us to us
semiemperical approach on a much simplified model.
use a one-dimensional model with conveniently chosen d
sity and velocity profiles for the two media: molten liqu
and plasma wind. We postulate that the wavelike pattern
is observed in the experiment corresponds to the wave n
ber that yields the highest growth rate. We then examine
dependence of this maximum growth on the parameters.
next evaluate the cumulative growth for a sequence of la
pulses, assuming that between pulses, the wave pattern
lidifies quickly so that the frozen pattern serves as the ini
condition at the time the next laser pulse arrives. The ran
of the chosen parameters are guided by extensive, prev
experimental measurements of plasma plu
parameters.10–16 From Ref. 12~Figs. 9i, j!, one can infer a
transverse plasma wind velocity of 0.18 cm/ms.

Finally, we remark that the laser inhomogeneity is u
likely to produce wavelike patterns so regular over a bro
front ~cf. Fig. 1! and these have not been seen in our pre
ous experiments on polymer and ceramic ablation.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND DATA

The laser ablation plume was produced by focusing
pulse from a KrF excimer laser~248 nm, 40 ns,,1.2 J! on
aluminum targets. The analyzed samples consisted of se
99.999% pure solid aluminum targets. The targets w
placed at a ninety degree angle to the incident laser be
The laser focal spot was 2.0 by 2.5 mm, or 0.05 cm2 in area.

of
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The fluence was measured at regular intervals by insertin
calorimeter in front of the KrF laser beam. The average la
fluence at the target was approximately 5 J/cm2.

For these experiments, the stainless-steel vacuum sy
was evacuated using a rotary pump-backed turbomolec
pump. The pressure remained less than 231025 Torr during
the laser ablation of aluminum.

Progressive levels of damage, ranging from 5 up to 42
excimer laser pulses, were produced on each of seven
gets. The resulting damage on the targets was investigate
placing each target in an SEM. At each stage of damage
SEM image was taken of the entire laser focal spot an
second SEM image was taken at a higher magnification
the middle of the damaged area. From our results, the
nificant uniform ripple began to occur at 250 laser puls
irradiation. Here, we only present the SEM image~5003! in
the middle of the damaged area at 250 laser pulses~see Fig.
2!. Figure 1 shows the damage in the middle of the spo
1000 pulses and 503 magnification.

This KrF laser ablated Al plasma has been extensiv
characterized in our previous research.11–16 Many different
diagnostics have been used to investigate the expan
velocity of the laser ablation plumes, such as reson
holographic interferometry,11,12 resonance absorptio
photography,11,13,14 schlieren photography,14,15 and laser
deflection.11,16 The electron density has been measured
laser deflection.11 From Ref. 12, the leading edge~perpen-
dicular to target! expansion velocity of'1.4 cm/ms in
vacuum has been measured which corresponds to an in
~perpendicular to target! plume temperature of 3.6 eV. It i
important to clarify that this perpendicular expansion velo
ity is higher than the parallel velocity, which has been
ferred from previous experimental measurements~Ref. 12,
Figs. 9i, j! to be about 0.18 cm/ms.

From Ref. 11, the electron density profile of the ablati
plume has been measured at various times. Typically, a
ns, the measured electron density is about 331017 cm23 at
0.3 mm above the target surface so this density can appr
1018– 1019 cm23 at the surface. Thus, in this paper, we co
sider a rather dense plasma~residual plume! moving up to 1
cm/ms parallel to the target surface, which produces
wavelike pattern. Contrary to the roughness at the edge
have a rather smooth surface with a regular ripple patter
the order 30mm spacing in the center of the laser spot.

III. THE MODEL

In a sharp boundary model~Fig. 3!, the molten alumi-
num is located in region I (z,0) and the plasma plume i
located in region II (z.0); the interface atz50. In the
description of Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, we consider
general density profiler(z), and general velocity profile
U(z). We may also include the effects of surface tensi
viscosity, and gravity. By combining the equation of motio
continuity equation, incompressible condition and pertur
tion of the form exp(ikxx1ikyy2ivt), wherev5(v r1 ig),
we obtain the governing equation22 for the perturbed veloc-
ity, u:
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~kxU2v!S d2

dz22k2Du2kxu
d2U

dz2 1
1

r

dr

dz

3S ~kxU2v!
du

dz
2kxu

dU

dz
2u

gk2

kxU2v D
1u

k4s

r~kxU2v!
d~z!1 inS d4

dz422k2
d2

dz2 1k4Du50.

~1!

Here,k25kx
21ky

2, g is the gravity acceleration,s is surface
tension constant,n is kinematic viscosity constant, andd(z)
is the Dirac delta function. To simplify Eq.~1!, we compare
the magnitude of various terms: gravity, surface tension,
viscosity. From the available experimental data, we not
that l[2p/k is on the order of 30mm. We then find that
surface tension is the dominant term, withsk3/r1@(nk2)2

@gk ~Ref. 23!.
In region I (z,0), we assume that the molten layer h

a thickness ofH1 , with a uniform densityr1 and uniform
velocity U1 ~which may be taken to be zero!. Equation~1!
reduces to

~kxU12v!S d2

dz22k2Du150. ~2!

In region II (z.0), we assume that the high-pressu
plasma plume gives rise to a wind, with densityr2[r2(z)
and velocity,U2[U2(z). We assume that the phase veloc
of the surface wave,v/kx is much less than the equilibrium
velocity, U2 ~U2@v/kx , to be verified later!. Equation~1!
becomes

~kxU22v!F d2

dz2 1
1

r2

dr2

dz

d

dz
2S k21

1

r2

dr2

dz

1

U2

dU2

dz

1
1

U2

d2U2

dz2 D Gu250. ~3!

In order to calculate the growth rate of the instability, w
solve Eqs.~2! and~3! in the regionz,0 andz.0 for u1 and
u2 , respectively, and integrate Eq.~1! at the boundary from
z502 to 01. To simplify the calculation, letr2(z)
5r2o exp(2z/H2) and U2(z)5U2o exp(2z/H3), where H2

FIG. 3. The model of 2 layers of fluids in relative motion inx-direction.
r(z) and U(z) are the equilibrium mass density and horizontal veloci
where subscript ‘1’ is for the molten layer (z,0) and ‘2’ is for the plasma
plume (z.0).
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is the density scale length of the plume andH3 is the velocity
shear scale length of the plume. It is clear thatU2o@U1 and
r1@r2o . We then obtain the growth rate

g5Atanh~L1!@~Fr2oU2o
2 k22k3s!/r1#, ~4!

and the real part of the frequency

v r5kU2oFr2o

r1
tanh~L1!F1

U1

U2o
G , ~5!

where F[@2AL2
21(r 11/2)221#/2L2>0, L1[kH1 , L2

[kH2 , andr[H2 /H3 are normalized parameters. In obtai
ing Eqs.~4! and ~5!, the boundary conditionsu1(2H1)50,
u2(`)50 and u2(0)2u1(0)5U2(0)2U1(0), as well as
the assumptionkx'k have been used. Note that Eq.~4! can
be extended to include the Rayleigh–Taylor instability a
gravitation effects, by adding the termr1k(a2g) in the nu-
merator in the square bracket of Eq.~4!, where a is the
acceleration force which accelerates vertically from the m
ten layer to the plasma plume layer, andg is gravitational
acceleration. In this article, we estimate that these effects
negligible due to the high plasma plume velocity.10–16

Since there are many parameters that are not rea
available from experiments~such asH1 , H2 and H3!, to
proceed further, we postulate that the wavelike pattern th
observed in experiments~Fig. 1! corresponds to the wave
number that yields the maximum growth. Then by varyi
H1 , H2 , andH3 , we may infer what would be the tempor
growth rate of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability, and th
plasma wind kinetic energy densityD[r2oU2o

2 that is re-
quired so as to produce such a growth with the obser
wave number. Thus, by settingdg/dk50, we obtain the
equation that maximizes the growth rate and the energy d
sity that is required to yield such a growth with the observ
wave numberk. The normalized growth rate,ḡ, and the
corresponding normalized plasma plume’s energy dens
D̄, are given by

ḡ[
g

g`
5A 2 tanhL1S F2

L2

~2L2F11! D
FS 1

2
1

L1

sinh 2L1
D1

L2

2L2F11

, ~6!

and

D̄[
D

D`
5F 11

2L1

3 sinh 2L1

FS 1

2
1

L1

sinh 2L1
D1

L2

2L2F11

G . ~7!

Here @g` ,D`#5@(sk3/2r1)1/2,3sk/2#, the quantities corre-
sponding toH1 , H2 , H3→`. For l530 mm, we haveg`

'1.3ms21, and D`'0.272 J/cm3, using r52.37 g/cm3,
s50.865 N/m, n51.05531022 cm2/s and g59.8 m/s2

~from Ref. 23!.
Traditionally, Eq.~7! gives the most probable periodl

of the surface wave whenD, H1 , H2 , H3 and the thermo-
physical properties are given, and the growth rate at thisl is
calculated from Eq.~6!. Here, we keepH1 , H2 , andH3 as
free parameters, and use the experimental value ofl to esti-
d

l-

re

ily

is

d

n-
d

y,

mate the growth rate with Eq.~6! and calculate the corre
sponding plasma energy density as a function ofH1 , H2 ,
H3 .

By settingl530 mm, we show the dependence of th
growth rate onH1 andH2 . Figure 4 shows that the growt
rate increases withH1 and decreases withH2 for r
[H2 /H351 ~spatial variation of the plume density profile
assumed to be equal to that of parallel velocity profile!. The
growth rate can be twiceg` at high H1 and low H2 , and
diminishes to zero at lowH1 . We also calculate the corre
sponding energy density needed to drive the surface insta
ity at l530 mm. The dependence ofD̄ on H1 and H2 are
given in Fig. 5; it increases withH1 andH2 . However, for a
wide range ofH1 ~1–100 mm!, D̄ does not change much
with an asymptotic value between 0.9 and 1.1 forH2

.5 mm.
In order to calculate the growth rate of these large s

face structures and energy density of the ablation plume,
have to estimateH1 , H2 , andH3 . In the fluence range of a
few J/cm2 of laser ablation,H1 is typically a few microns.
By settingl530 mm, H152 mm, andr 51, the normalized

FIG. 4. Normalized growth rate,ḡ[g/g` as a function ofH2 for various
H1 at l530 mm andr 51 (r[H2 /H3). H2 , H3 , andH1 are, respectively,
the characteristic scale length of the plume’s density profile, the plum
velocity profile and molten layer of Al.

FIG. 5. Normalized energy density,D̄[D/D` as a function ofH2 for vari-
ousH1 at l530 mm andr 51 (r[H2 /H3). H2 , H3 , andH1 are, respec-
tively, the characteristic scale length of the plume’s density profile,
plume’s velocity profile and molten layer of Al.
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energy density and growth rate are given in Fig. 6. To ens
that KH instability is indeed a possible mechanism for t
growth atl530 mm, we compare the calculatedD̄ with mea-
suredD̄, by settingD'neTe . Here,ne is the electron density
at the target surface ('1019 cm23) and Te is electron tem-
perature corresponding to the parallel velocity14 ~1 eV for
upper limit and 0.1 eV for lower limit!, where bothne andTe

were previously measured from this experiment.11–12,24 In
Fig. 6, the upper and lower limit of the measuredD̄ are
shown. As can be seen, the calculatedD̄ lies within the ex-
perimental range, and the calculated growth rate is ab
0.66ms21 at H2.20mm.

IV. CUMULATIVE GROWTH

The above parametric study of the temporal growth, a
function of H1 , H2 , and H3 , allows us to assess the tot
growth afterN laser pulses, each pulse lasting 40 ns. W
wish to calculate the cumulative growth rate,g* (5( i

Ng i)
after N laser pulses of irradiation. As can be seen in Figs
and 2, molten surface waves of material that have been
lidified have a rather smooth ripple with period of about
mm in the center of the laser spot. However, at the edge
the crater, we found material piled up in conical structu
with height 50 to 100mm ~see SEM image in Ref. 2!. Thus,
we assume thatH2(N)5H3(N) is a linearly increasing func
tion with N, up to 100mm at N5250 andH1(N) is a con-
stant~51, 2, 3mm!.25 The increase in the scalesH2 andH3

in the plasma plume, asN increases, is on account of th
observed buildup of the surface roughness asN increases.
The spatial extent of the plasma, as measured byH2 andH3 ,
is then expected to increase withN. It turns out that the final
result is not sensitive to the precise values ofH2 and H3 ,
with H2 , H3.10mm, but it is more sensitive to the magn
tude ofH1 ~see Fig. 4!.

Using such a model, we show the growth of exp~g*t! in
Fig. 7, up toN5250, wheret is set to be the laser pulse
length of 40 ns. The effective growth for 250 pulses is ab

FIG. 6. Normalized growth rate,ḡ[g/g` and normalized energy density
D̄[D/D` as a function ofH2 at l530 mm, H152 mm, and r 51 (r
[H2 /H3). The dashed lines are the upper and lower limits of the meas
D̄ (}neTe), wherene'1019 cm23 and Te'1 eV ~upper limit! and 0.1 eV
~lower limit!.
re

ut

a

e

1
o-

of
s

t

3000 times forH153 mm, which may be deemed reaso
able, considering all the approximations involved. The iss
of saturation remains to be studied.

In ablation experiments, the plume’s density profi
is time dependent, which, roughly speaking, evolves fr
exp(2z/H)2 and to a profile whose peak density is located
above the interface surface,26 after a much longer time scal
than the laser pulse length~due to plume expansion from th
interface surface!. We have assumed a constant profi
within the laser pulselength time scale in this model, but d
to the lower gradient (dr/dz) at the interface surface o
these evolved density profiles at later time, the contributio
of this expanding plume to growth become negligible.

To verify our assumption ofU2@v/kx , under the con-
ditionsU2o@U1 andr1@r2o , we found thatv r!kU2o @see
Eq. ~5!#, and the maximum ofg/k ~andv r /k! is about 1240
cm/s. Thus the phase velocity of the surface wave is ind
much slower than any velocity in the plasma plume, which
in the range of 105– 106 cm/s.11,12
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